




Algebra 1 – Module 3, Topic 3 –Products of Binomials
Hey guys, welcome to Algebra I. Today's lesson is going to focus on how to find the product of two binomials. Now all that you know about the distributive property is really going to help you get through this one. You ready? Let's go. Okay, so I know you've dealt with problems like this before where you see something like this and you have to apply the distributive property on it to get through it so you would do three times five X and you'd say "All right, that's fifteen X." Then you'd say "All right, three times that positive two." That's positive six. So you could represent this product of a monomial, that three, times a binomial, what I have in the parentheses that five X plus two as fifteen X plus six after you've applied the distributive property.
What happens when you have this situation? When you have a binomial times another binomial. How exactly do you handle something like that? It's not really that uncommon from what you just did a second ago. It's that you have to apply the distributive property twice this time. We're going to need to multiply each of these terms in my second binomial times X. So I'm going to multiple X times X and I'm going to multiply X times four. Then I'm going to do the same thing with the three. Okay, watch me do it. All right, so I'll say "All right, X times X ... " I'll do some scratch work over here. That's X squared. So let's start writing those answers up here. Then I' say "All right, now I need to multiply X times the four." So X times that term. So X times four, I know that that's four X. Right? So I have X squared plus four X. 
Now I need to do the same thing with the three. That same process. I'm going to multiply three times each of those terms in that second monomial. All right, so three times X. I know that's three X. So I've got plus three X and then now I need to multiply three times four. So three times four. That's twelve. So then I also know that I have a plus twelve. You end up with this sum. You look at this and you see if there are any like terms that you can combine. I look and I see that there are. I can combine this 4 X and this 3 X and I can simplify that a little further. Let's get some of this work out of the way so we can keep writing. All right, let's get rid of that so we can get some more space. Okay. So if I combine the 4 X and the 3 X, that's 7 X. So that means I can rewrite this as X squared plus 7 X plus 12. I have just found the product of those two binomials.
Now let me let you in on a little secret. You see how to help me kind of get through the distributive property, I started drawing these curves, kind of to keep track of what I was doing. Like X times X and then I got that product and X times four. Sometimes it gets kind of overwhelming working with all those curves. You kind of look at it and it's like it's hard to see kind of where you started so on this next example, I'm going to give you a little trick to help you kind of get out of the way of using those curves and kind of keep things straight. All right, here is the trick for this example. Move that up a bit. It's a little acronym called foil. So the F in foil stands for the first terms. So the first term in your first set of parentheses and then the first term in your second set of parentheses. The F is telling you the first thing you do is multiply those two first terms together. So if you just follow foil, you can avoid having to do all those curves, okay? 
So I'll still do that work here. So the first terms. X times X. That's X squared, right? So I know I have X squared and then the O stands for your outer terms or right here, my X and my three. The two terms that are in the outside of the group. If you looked at the group as like kind of a whole then these are the ones on the outsides. So the O tells you to multiply those next. So X times three, that's three X. All right, so I've got my three X and I see I'm about to run into foil here. So let's get that out of my way. I'll bring it down here. All right. Now the I in foil tells you now to multiply your two inner terms together. So if you look at this, like we said, as a group. We said the X and the three were our outer terms to the five and the X, those would be my inner terms. So foil says "Okay, after you multiply the outer terms, multiply the inner terms together." So five times X. 
All right, I know that's five X. So I've got my next monomial to bring up here. All right. The L in foil stands for the last terms. So the last term in your first group times the last term in your second group. So this is telling me "Now, multiply the five times the three." Okay. So five times three. That's fifteen. Okay. So now I know I have a plus fifteen here and then you look back, you scan your terms and you see are there any like terms that you can combine. If you look, you do have a couple of like terms. You've got this three X and you've got this five X so you can go ahead and combine those. All right, let's get this work out of the way so we can write that answer down. All righty. So I know that three X plus five X, that's eight X. So I can write X squared plus eight X plus fifteen. That'd be my final answer for multiplying those two binomials together. 
Okay, let's do a couple more. This is something you kind of got to do a few of to get the hang of. Factoring is one of the ... Foiling is one of the biggest concepts in Algebra I so don't get frustrated if you feel like you don't get it right away. You've really got to practice this. All right, let's go. I'm going to write foil over here so I can keep track of what I need to do. All right, so the F, that stands for my first two terms, right? So I need to multiply the first term in that first binomial times the first term in the second binomial. So that means X times X and I know that's X squared, right? Okay, so I'll bring that up here. Okay, you remember what the O stood for? That's for outer. So now multiply your outer terms together or your outside terms together. So X times two. I know that's two X. Okay. So now I'll bring that up here. 
All right, that I stands for my inner terms or my inside terms. So I see I actually have a negative four. You want to treat that subtraction as if it's telling you that four is negative. So you're going to multiply negative four times X. All righty. So negative four times X. That's negative four X. So when I bring this up to my problem, I'm just going to write it as minus four X. When you're dealing with polynomials, you can treat a minus sign as a negative sign. They're kind of interchangeable. Okay. All right, then you remember that L that stood for your last terms. So now multiply the last term in that first binomial times the last one in the second one. So that would be negative four times two. So negative four times two. That's negative eight. So up here with my answers, I'm going to write minus eight. Okay.
Now we're at the point where we can look and see if we have like terms to combine and if you scan those terms, you do have a couple of like terms. Got to get this scratch work out of the way. Now, I show you my scratch work because I want you to know what is going on in my head but if you start to feel comfortable and you're like "Well I can just do that in my head and just write the answers." Go ahead and do that. If you want to write the work and kind of see what's going on it's a good idea to do that, too. You can easily look back and see did you make a mistake somewhere or look back and remember how you got to your answer but I just want to make sure you see it so that you know what I'm thinking. Okay. All right. So we were at the point to combine like terms. You see we do have this two X that we can combine with this negative four X. Okay. So two X minus four X. That's negative two X. So X squared minus two X minus eight. And you're all done. That'll be your answer there. Okay.
All right, let's try another one here. Let's get foil up here to keep track of what we're doing and let's move this problem up a little bit. Okay. All right, so you remember the F. That stood for your first terms. So you need to multiply your first term in the first group times the first one in the second one. So two X times X. Two X times X. That would be two X squared. So I know that's going to be the first thing I write up here. Right. Then back to foil. Okay, so after the first terms, now it's those outer terms. So now I need to multiply two X times negative three. Right. So two X times negative three. That'd be negative six X. Okay. Oh, and I just noticed I forgot to put that up there. All right, so let's bring up that minus six X. Okay. 
Now after outer, we've got the inner terms. So now look back at your factors here. You need to multiple negative one times X to get those inside terms. All right so negative one times X. That'd be negative one X and remember you don't have to write a co-efficient of one so you could just write that up here as just minus X not equals. Let's get that out of the way. You could just write that as six X minus X and that'd be fine. Now if you wanted to put the one you could. There's nothing wrong with that but normally you won't see the one. Okay. All right now our last two terms. So now I have negative one times negative three. So negative one times negative three. That's a positive three. Right. So now back up here I'll have plus three. Then after you've handled foil, you're at the point where you need to see if you have like terms you can combine. 
All right so this is where I get this work out of the way so I can combine. All right. So you might have started to pick up on the fact that when you multiply your outer terms together, you always get that second term and then when you multiply your inner terms together, you always get that third term. And it's always those two that you end up combining. That's another pattern in this. Okay. Those are always the like terms when it's set up this way. Okay. So negative six X minus X. That'd be negative seven X so I have two X squared minus seven X plus three. Okay. That would be your final answer for that one. All right. Okay. We're at the point where it is your turn so go ahead and press pause, take a few minutes, work through these problems and when you're ready to compare your answers with mine, go ahead and press play.
All right, you ready to check? Let's see how you did. Okay. So for the first product, X minus three times X minus four, you should've got X squared minus seven X plus twelve. For the second one, we are multiplying X plus two times X minus one. That one was X squared plus X minus two. The last one, four X plus three times X plus two. That one four X squared plus eleven X plus six. Now if you need to see how I got any of these, go ahead and stay with me and I will show you. Okay. So what I did is exactly what we've been doing. I used foil as my guide. All right. So the F, those are my first terms. So X times X. That's X squared. Right. The O. Those are my outer terms. So in this case, this X and this negative four. So X times negative four. That's negative four X and let's bring these answers up here. All righty. 
Now my I, those are my inner terms. So in this case three and X. So three times X. That's three X. So I have plus three X. And then the L, that's it for my last terms. So three times negative four. Three times negative four. That's negative twelve. So up here where I'm writing my answers I'd add minus twelve at the end. Then after you've handled foil, you're at the point where you can combine like terms. So this is where I get this out of the way for us. All righty. I see I can combine negative four X and this plus three X. So negative four X plus three X. That's negative one X. So I've got X squared minus X minus twelve. And that's how I got that first one. Need to see the second one? All right. Here we go. Same thing. Foil at the top. All righty. 
So my first terms. I have an X and an X. So X times X. That's X squared. All right, so I'll bring that up here. Then the O. So those are my outer terms. So X times negative one. That's negative one X. Remember you generally won't see that co-efficient if it's a one or a negative one so just minus X. I'll write that like that up there. All right and then the inner terms. So two times X. So that's two X. So now that I know that I'll just bring it right up here. And then the L so your last terms. So two times negative one. That's negative two. So up here where I'm writing my answers, I'll have minus two. I'm done foiling so now I'm at the point where I can combine like terms. So let's get this work out of the way here. All righty. Okay. So I see my like terms are negative X and this positive two X. So negative X plus two X. That's one X. So X squared plus X and I just caught a typo up here. When I wrote that up there, this needed to be a two. There we go. Minus two. All right. And that's how I got the second one.
Now let me show you the next one. All right. So same exact thing. Foil. It's kind of helpful if you write the word foil just so you can kind of keep track of what you're doing while you foil this problem. All right, so that F. Those were your first terms. Right. So four X times X. So that's four X squared. Okay. So that's the first thing I'll bring up here. All right then my O. So those are my outer terms. So I've got a four X and a two that need to multiply together. So four X times two. That's eight X. So plus eight X. All right then that I. Those are my inner terms so right in here. So three times X. That's three X. So I'll have plus three X. All right. And then the L. So those are my last terms. So three times two. That's six. So plus six. Now you're at the point that you can combine like terms because you're done foiling. So let's get this out of the way. All righty, back to the pen.
Okay, so I see I can combine eight X and three X. Eight X plus three X is eleven X. So I can rewrite this as four X squared plus eleven X plus six. And we're all done with that one. All right. I hope that you feel confident about how to multiply binomials together and that you saw how foil really came in handy with helping us keep all that straight. Hope to see you back here soon. Bye, guys.



